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Introduction

Several years ago, the section of International Economics of Tilburg
University, in cooporation with the Computing Centre of that Uni-
versity, started with the development of a macroeconomic computer
simulation game.
The purpose was to facilitate the understanding by students of basic
economic relations.

The first operational game was a non-interactive one, that is: no
connections between the economy of a players group and that of another
(small open economy). After this first game, several interactive
ones were developed, some more satisfying than others.
The last stage is to develop a model in which -through variations
in 0-1 variables- ~e can play at various levels of difficulty:
international capital mobility or not, simple or more complex
definitions of expected profits, substitution or complementarity
in the production function, etc.

A preliminary description of one of these versions is provided
for in this paper. Comments are welcomed by the author.
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I. Introduction

1. Purpose of the game

The intention behind the development of the game is to try to
increase,through playing,the understanding of students of the
economic relations in a system of interdependent economies.
It is by no means an attempt to construct a realistic model of the
world economy based on empirical evidence. The game is first of
all an instrument of learning. This does not imply that the model
used should not be consistent and should not correspond with
other models applied elsewhere, how ever.

2. How to play the game

The players are divided into four groups and each group represents
the government of a country. The world consists of only 4 countriesl).
The starting position and the structures of the 4 economies are
identical. Each group is assigned the following instructions (each
group is given the same instructions):
whether 1) "Maximize your welfs:e in the end of the game using certain

policy inst.ruments",
or 2) "attain more welfa:e than any of the other 3 groups, and

more than would have been reached if a no- intervent ion
policy had been followed by all countries".2)

Before the game, some lectures are given discussíng the welfare

function and the applied economic model.

1) A very simplified version of the game is available in which each
group plays for itself (no interdependence) : this is the option of
a small open economy with an elementary structure.

2) In case all the groups raise their welfare through cooperation,
assignnent 1 is followed but not necessarily assignment 2. I~f assign-
ment two is executed there will always be a winner to appoint, but
this will not necessarily be the case when assignment 1 is fulfil-
led.
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Initially, welfa:e is set at 100 points.

This level can be raised - generally speaking - by
- growth of the economy
- price stability
- full employment
- balance of payments equilibrium

The applied economic model is chosen by the lecturer based on the
level of economic knowledge of the players.
Beside the elementary one-country-model (see above) the following
4-country models are operational:

a. a model with only a real sector and a production function based
on complementarity of the factors of production. The capital
stock is not fully utilized (Keynesian economy) so the prices
are based on the costs of production which implies a horizontal
supply curve.

b.as a),with full utilization of the capital stock (classical econo-
my). The prices are exclusively formed by the demand for commodi-
ties and the production capacity. The costs of production do not
influence the prices, which implies a vertical supply curve.

c. as a), supplemented by a monetary sector.

d. as b), supplemented by a monetary sector.

The policy instruments of the players consist of:
1. income policy
2. government spending
3. (in case of a managed exchange rate system) exchange rate policy,

including the creation of currency areas
4. trade policy through tariff arrangements, including the creation

of free trade zones and custom unions

The game is played for several periods and between the periods
the players can acquire all kinds of information relating to the
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data about their own and the other Pcc~nomips.

3. Built up experience

Model a. has already often been played succesfully.

Model c, which operates quite well in theory, is too complicated
to explain in the short lectures that could be afforded uptill now.
The models b. and d. (both supply models) sometimes show strange
results of certain impulses, especially concerning the effects
on investment. Therefore these models have not been played by
students yet. The bizarre results forced me to construct a syn-
thesis-model with a supply curve that is neither horizontal nor
vertical but with a positive slope.
A more realistic investment function and monetary sector should
be part of the so-called synthesis-model. The number of policy in-
struments should be increased.
The next section of this paper deals with the verbal and mathematical
descriptions of this synthesis model.
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II. Concise description of the synthesis-modell)

1. Verbal descriptíon of the economy concerned

Analytically, three groups of economic agents are distinghuished:
1. Suppliers of labour, to be divided into:

a. those working in the private sector;
b. those working in the government sector;
c. the unemployed.

The government offers an income to the civil servants and
the unemployed. (The total amount of these is called 'transfers'.)
This income is connected to the wage rate in the market sector
via a'trend-index'. (This trend index is a policy instrument.i

The suppliers of labour consume all of their disposable income2)
in their home country or abroad. Consumer goods are the only im-
ported commodities.
The suppliers of labour do not invest their income
in financial or physical assets. Therefore they only pos-
sess transaction and precautionary cash balances and notspecu-
lative ones.
The yearly growth of the labour supply is exogenous.

2, Suppliers of financial means
These people have built up equity during the past. Their only
economic action is to invest this equity,
including its return, in speculative cash balances or in bonds or
both. Thus their consumption is zero.
Each country has only one market for bonds where only one
quality of bonds is traded, a so-called giltedged bond3).

1) dbvious relations such as definitions are omitted as much as
possible in the set of equations. Because of the similarity of
the four economies, equations are shown for one country only.

2) Income tax is a policy instrument.
3) These bonds are 'consols': unredeemable bonds with a

return equal to one currency unity per period; therefore the price
is the reciprocal of the market interest rate.
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These bonds are issued by the government of the country
involved or by companies who wish to finance their investments

externally.
In second instance the bonds are traded internationally between
the suppliers of wealth in the various countries.
(No perfect capital mobility exists, however: because of the
possíble future exchange rate changes national bonds are cet.par.

preferred to foreign bonds).
The criterion to decide to invest in bonds or to change from
foreign to national bonds is the nominal interest rate. Given the
interest rates, with rising wealth all parts of wealth increase
proportionally.
The interest rate is determined by the equilibrium between the
demand for bonds and the supply of bonds.
The suppliers of wealth pay taxes on their return of bonds. This
specific tax rate is also a policy instrument.
It is to be noted that the returns on the bonds purchased at the
beginning of a period, are received at the end of that period, so
these returns can be spent only at the beginning of the next
period.

3. The entrepreneurs
The reward of entrepreneurship is profi~s. Because of an
uncertain future, the entrepreneur will only invest if the ex-
pected return on an anticipated investment is more than a certain
fraction p of the amount of money to be invested. This fraction
can be considered as a compensation for uncertainty in relation
to the return on investment.
Funds for investment can be obtained from within the company
or from the capital market.
The entrepreneur will decide to use company reserves (that is
reinvestment of net company returns from the previous period),
if the expected net rate of return on those self supplied funds
is at least a fraction p~bigger the net market interest ratel).

1) The relationship betweenp and p' is not clear. For simplicity's
sake p - p'is assumed .
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If the entrepreneur decides to raise the money from outside
the company, he will issue bonds to the extent 'BiQ~i' (-beroep
op de kapitaalmarkt).
Non-invested reserves will be held in speculative balances or in
bonds. This last decision is made according to the behaviour of
the suppliers of wealth. Therefore,ttiese returns are taxed to the
same extent as those of the wealthholders, this tax rate equals
T C~

Earned income is taxedrL, company profits at TR).
The entrepreneur is considered to be an employee in his own
company; therefore he also receives a wage income (equal to PL,
the wage rate in the market sector). This wage income is taxed
and the entrepreneur consumes out of it as if he were a regular
labourer.

Company profits and returnson bonds are received at the end of a
period. They can be used only at the beginning of the next period
for investment or bond purchases.
Wage income is received gradually during the period and is also
spent on consumption during the same periodl).

The commodity market: many suppliers of one
homogeneous good exist in each country. This good (with a price Py)
competes with foreign goods though it is not a perfect substitute.
The macro-economic production function is of the Cobb-Douglas type:
y - ~okski-a.

Because of the installation-lag of investment goods,the capital stock
k is fixed in the year t 2)

1) This last assumption may have to be revised with regard to problems
that show up while calculating the effects of a negative wage im-
..lse.

2) ~ percentage.d of canital goods is scrapped each year. Bond finan-
ced capital ctoods will permanentlv attract interest costs al-
though they are fully depreciated after a certain length of time.
Future profits therefore have to be large enouqh to compensate for
this permanent interest burden, See Th.A. Stevers: "Adam Smith con-
tra Domar" in the Liber Amicorum of Prof. H. Bosman.



Given the goal of profit maximization, equalization of the wage
rate which is a datumfor every entrepreneur and the marginal pro-
ductivity of labour in money terms,leads to the following macro-
economic supply function of goods: y- f(Py;PL, B, B~).
The commodity market is cleared through the price of goods, Py.
The resulting production, together with the amount of physical capital,
k, which is fixed in the short run, determine the demand for labour,k~.
This way, k is always fully employed but labour Qt~) can be under-
employed: Not to utilize k fully would be irrational because capi-
tal costs are incurred anyway. . Therefore, cost minimizing in
the short run means minimizing labour costs.

In case of full employment (R,~-JZs) the shape of the supply function
will change: it will be vertical. The output volume results from
the production function in which Q is replaced by Qs .

The labour market.
The supply of labour grows exogeneously. No international labour
mobility exists. The demand for labour, k~ is the sum of the demand
by the companies (R,m) and demand by the government (Qg).
The relative difference between supply and demand is the unemploy-
ment rate, u.
wages react after a lag of one period to u according to the
so-called"strong'Phillips mechanism. Beside, that,wages are indexed
to price level increases and they are raised with the average
growth of labour productivity.
Finally, they can be influenced autonomously (a policy instrument).

The assumed pattern of expectations is as follows. The expected
variables for the next period are based on extrapolations of these
variables in the present period, using the present rate of growth
as the extrapolation factor.
Example: ye - y(ltj~) should be read as follows:
The in period ~ expected production for period ttl equals the pro-
duction in t raised with the present rate of growth.

The same assumption is being made towards the expected price levels.
This means that the expected rate of inflation for period ttl



equals the actual inflation in period t.
If the expected rate of inflation equals the present inflation
rate, the expected nominal interest rate will equal the present
interest rate, since we assume the expected real interest rate
to equal the present real interest rate.

A Central Bank is considered to be part of the goverrunent (monetary
authorities). A government budget deficit is f inanced by the sales
of bonds, in the first instance to wealth holders in the home coun-
try.
Tf necessary, two modifications can be applied:
1) Via open market operations (through sales of Treasury Bills of

the country concerned to the wealth holders) the Central Bank
decides which part of the deficit is on balance financed through

imonetary financing (this fraction is called a).
2. The wealth holders can sell the bond surplus to wealth holders

abroad, if they want to.

The monetary authorit.ies can sterilize (through open market operations)
the balance of payments disequilibrium by a fraction a2.
Also, the money supply can be increased via an exogeneous monetary
expansion (m ).P
So, al, a2 and mp are policy instrumentsl).

A summary of the instruments of the players in this model:
- income policy
- adjustment in three different tax rates
- control of materialgovernment consumption and the number of civil

servants
- exchange rate policy in case of fixed exchange rates including a

change in the exchange rate system as such(~switch to currency

1) If the demand for transaction balances changes, e.g. as a
result of economic growth, the monetary authorities will respond
to this demand, thus leaving the interest rate unaffected. For the
sake of simplicity of the model, open market operations are not
available for this purpose.
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areas or to flexible exchange rates)
- monetary policy (al, a2 or mp)
- change in the trend factor in the pay of civil servants
- idem in the pay of unemployed
- tariff policy (including the creation of customs unions

and so forth).

The actual macro-economic model for country 1 is described in
section 2.
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2. Description of the model by equationsl)

(List of symbols: see appendix 2)
(Summary of the model: see appendix 3)

Commodity Market

(1) Y- C f I t G f X

Remark: C- consumption of home produced goods. The
imports consist of only consumption goods.

Remark: Y- production of the private sector.

(2) C - (YL}TkF) - (BLf Bt) - M

Remark: net wage income is totally spent on consumption
goods

Remark: M- value of imports in home currency, exclusive
of tariffs

Remark: Bt - tariff revenue of the government.
1

(3)
m12 - E12 --- py ~l

-12pyn12(1 f 100)

Remark: pY - price of the product produced in country i
in currency of country i

Remark: if the prices remain constant in relative terms,
the volume of imports depends on c

Remark: e12 is the fixed ratio between the amount spent in
country 1 on imports from country 2 and the amount
spent on home produced goods. (The substitution elas-

1) Capital letters are used to depict values, lower cases are used
for volumes. A dot on top of a variable means a relative change.
A dash on top of a variable means exogeneity.
Obvious equations are left out, which also counts for an equa-
tion like mi3. (m13 is analoguous to m12 which is described)
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ticity ' p
(m)I(py) - 1)

m

(4) g - g
Investment (for derivations: see appendix 1)

(5) k~ - ye~~ ~S1 pk~e~8k~l-B~PA.

Remark: - the optimal capital stock in period tfl calcu-
lated in period t.

(6) If k~` ~ (1-s)k

and if i:A- - pe ~ p
PY

then: i - k~ - (1-d)k

else:
i - 0

Remark: A- net expected return on investment (see also
appendix 1)

Remark: i.py - the amount of money needed for investment

Remark: i- gross investment volume
The investment goods have an instaL~nent lag of
one per iod ( see ( 7)).

(7) k - (1-d)k-1 t i-1

(8) x- m21 f m31 } m41

Remark: ml~ - imports in country i from country j in volume
terms.

(9 ) if u ~ p

then yS - 11~~~~Py-v1PL-v2PL-1}
S SD)

Remark: see appendix 1
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(10) P

Income Distribution and the Labour Market

(11) YR - Y- YL - Op - r~Py

else ys - BD(~.s)sík)1-s

Remark: Op - debt service on bonds issued by the private
sector

r~ - depreciation costs based on replacement value.Y

(12) YL ~ R.m ' PL

(13)
PL -~1P t ~2P-1 }~1(Y-Rm) f~2(Y-Am)-1 - bl(u-:Z) - b~(u-~t)-~ t pL

Remark: P- price of consumption - weighted average of price
of production and prices of imports (weights are
each period calculated by computer)

Remark: Y-Am - development of average labour productivity
in the market sector ( second order effects are
neglected)

Remark: as a starting po int
~1 - ~1 - b2 - 1

~2 - ~2 - bl - 0

~- 5~, which ~P1 ies s', if u ~ 5X i PL j

1
(14) Am - (ys~BOkl-B~s

Remark: see appendix 1

(15) R" - Rm f Rg
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k

(16) u - ((~S-~v)~Rs) ~ 1Ci0`~ - S ~ l~)Oy
?

(17) ~s

Remark:R~ - number of unemployed
u - unemployment rate

- AS1(Ifa)

Remark: á- growth rate of labour supply (exogeneous)

Government Budget

(18) ~.g - xg

(19) 'iRF - Rg ~ íhl ~ PL) f Au ~ (h2 ~ 0,8 ~ PL)

Remark: hl and h2 are trend factors (policy instruments)
Initially h1-h2-1.

( 20 ) BL - rL(YL f Ti:F)

( 21 ) BR - zRYR f t~ 00

(22) Bt

Remark: 00 are the interest proceeds that flow to the
owners of the bonds, whether they are wealth holders
or enterpreneurs.
The owner pays taxes in the country of citizen ship
(See formula (29)).

- t M

Remark: tariff revenues are part of the income of the
government

( 23 ) F- BL f BR f Bt - G- TRF - Og

Remark: the amount of bonds issued by the government
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is Og. Each bond has a permanent debt service of,
by definition, one currency unit. 00 - Og t Op.

Bond Market

s
(24) d'Ols - d0 - ~ drl 2r

Remark: d(0)s - absolute change in the value of bonds in
country 1

r - interest rate.

( 25 ) d~s
- (-F) t B}~.M - mpr

Remark: BKM - money attracted from the capital market by
companies

mp - monetary impuL9eby the Central Bank: open
market operations through Treasury Billsl).

(26) mp - -a1F - aZBB t m
P

Determination of BKM (27) and the size of investment of non-
used funds in bonds, BOF (28).

Using the following symbols:

A- net expected return on investment (see appendix 1)
Q- capital to be invested - i~e PY

1) The Central Bank will compensate for any influence on the
interest rate caused by a change in the demand for transaction
balances.
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BiQ~I - money attracted from the capital market by companies
Z - funds ( cash-flow) available for internal financing in

period t - ( l-w)YR t (dkpy)-1 } (1-1~ )ooR ,
-1 - -1

in which OOR - return on bonds owned by entrepreneurs .
BOF - size of purchase of bonds by entrepreneurs using that part

of cash flow Z which is not used for internal financing
of investments

a - net expected return on investment financed by the company's
own funds

p~ - proportion by which the expected (uncertain) rate of return
in case of internal financing, a, has to exceed the (certain)
return in the bond marketl). Otherwise no internal financing
will occur. (For simplicity's sake: P z~~.~

(27) 2)

If Q- 0 and if Z~ 0 then BKM - 0

If Q ~ 0 and if Z ~ 0 and

1) if a~ltp' and if Q~ Z then BKM - Q-Z

2) if a~lfp' and if Q~ Z then BKM - 0

3) if a~ltp' then BKM - Q

If Q~ 0 and if Z ~ 0 then Bi~l - Q-Z2)

If Q~ 0 and if Z- 0 then BKM - Q

(28) BOF - Z - (Q-BKM)

i i ji
(2g) dd~o~l~ - pr~ ~ dr~ } ~0~~ ~ dV~~ ~ n (i - 1...4, j - 1...4)

Remark : dd, 0. i j~-) - absolute change in demand for
bonds in country i(multiplied by their price)
from country j, in currency of country j.

1) calculated at net present value the last item equals 1.
2) Losses are financed by sales of bonds.



Remark : Or~ (-parameter) ~ 0, because if r~ rises ancl so
the price of bonds from country j dropps, their
rate of return will increase.
The price of bonds will remain 1 because as a citizen

r7
of country i one is assumed to paytaxes on the
interest returns in country il). This can be ex-
plained as follows:

The price of bonds, ~, is base~l on the net present
r J

value of future interest returns:

1 1 1 l
(1-1)~lf(1-1)r } (lf(1-T)r)2

f ... }
(lt(1-t)r)n1

for n i m , where the net market interest rate
is used as the indicator for the time preference
and T is to be read as r.c

The formula of the present value of such an in-
finite geometric series is lar, so the above can be
reformulated as

(1-T) (1-i)
lf(1-z)r lt(1-z)r (1-T)

1 - - lt(1-T)r-1
1- lf(1-t)r :t(1-T)r-1

If(1-1)r

(1-T) 1 1
3 (1-i)r - r (- rj)

This means that tax rates do not influence
the price of bonds.

1) Because re - r(see equation A.11, appendix 1)changes in the
price of bonds are not expected. Therefore an expected financial
profit (or loss) is not included as a determinant in the demand
for bonds.
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Remark :1 ~ 0~~ (- psraneter) ~ Q,because if the value of
wealth to be invested (Vc) increases, the demand
for all assets will rise. The total increase in
demand for assets will equal the increase of total
wealth.

Remark : the assumption of imperfect capital mobility is
shown by pi i ~ pi ~ for j~ i

r r
pii ~ Qi~

for j~ iv v

Remark : i f i- j then ~~~ ~ 1

(30) dV~ - ~ir~i~~ni~-ij~ f BOF t o0~(1-~~

Remark: the first term on the right side of the equation
shows that the wealth that is relevant for invest-
ment (Vc) in country i increases if:
- country i devalues its currency

towards tlie currenc~C for country j

N.B. if i- j then ~'~-]

- the price of bonds from country j increases:
so if r~ decreases

its derivation : ór~ijo~j
~ r~ ~ oij nijQij i

dn - ~ ~n j
bnid - rj rd

ni~0i~respectively; d~ ~
r~ ,rl~oi~drj ~nl~0i~~rj

-l J
ó r~ - - (r~)2 - r~

Remark: the second term on the right side of the equation
shows together with the third term, the value of
wealth to be invested by other subjects:
- entrepreneurs invest BOF
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- wealth holders invest their net return on

(31)

bonds o0~ (1-~)

r~ s d~0 i S~ d
d'.r~ -~d ~-) ~ ; alt~rnativelv d0 d01

r - r i -~
r

Remark: the interest rate in j is defined by the equi-
librium between the amount of bonds in country j and
the demand for those bonds from all countries.
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Appendix 1: Some derivations

1) The Supply Function

Production function

P
~ ~'Y - LR PY

-. log B f log y-

y - k - PL - PY

s 1-sy ~ S~R k

i bR - BOkl-SS RB-1

(A. 1 )

ók '
Bpkl-BRBR-16 ~ ~ - ~Y

ó R. R

profit maximization implies
ay - PL
óR PY

(A.2)

log k- log PL - log PY i(because ~- o~

(A.3)

1

(A.1) -~ ~SS)S - k

0

~ log k- S(log y- log B~ - log kl-~)
in the short run k is f ~xed i d(log k'-s) - 0

~ - ~ y - s s o

(A.4) in (.4.3) -~

- s~Y f S B~ - PL - PY i

~S1 Y- PL - PY - S g~ ~

1 ' iY - SS1lPL - PY - ~ B~~

1 '
y- 1B PY-PL}g ~p~

(A.4)

(R.5)
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In a(y,Py)-schedule PL is a shift-parameter. The supply

function in which wage costs are partly lagged reads as
follows (if u ~ 0)

ys - (1SPY - v1PL - v2pL-1
} ~ ~~J

(A.6)

2. The Demand for labour in the private sector
Given the volume of output in period t and the capital.stock
in period t(k is fixed in the short run), the demand for
labour is derived immediately from the production function:

y - Q R~ki-s
'0 m

1
i l Y ~B

S kl-g - Rm
0

1

i k - - (Y)S
ID 1 1-B

(B~)~(k) s

(A.1)

(A.7)

3. Investment Decisions
Deterrnination of the optimal capital stock for period tfl,k~

Given the expected sales for period ttl, ye, and the price
of those sales, Py, the optimal Qratio , is baseá on

- e . - - rpkJe

(A.8)

The left hand side of (A.8)is derived from the production
function (A.1):
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and

Ye ' B ~~Pk~l-S ~ bve
0 dk~

e
z (1-F)oOA~ek~1-Bk-1 - (1 p)`'-

~
k

dk~
- B BOR~~k~l-sk-1 s B y~r

R

The left hand side of (A.8) can be rewritten as:
e(~-s~ ~

k ( 1-6) ?~--- e - S ~r
k

E y~
R

So (A.8) becomes:

hence:

~1-B 4 - ~pk)e
G ~

k pk

P
R.~ - ~ ~ -~~ek~

1-B ~ pJt (A. 9 )

After substitution of (A.9) in the ye function one can
deduce

ye - a rS ~pk~ek~~6k~:-B ~'0~ 1-B pR

P~O~16Sipk~e~8
R

(A.10)
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in which pk should be interpreted asl)
e e

Pk - ( r t~~ ) pY

and in case re - r:

pk - (rfó)py

Determination of the investment volume:

~
i - k - (1-á)k,

on the conditions that

(a) k~ ~ (1-d)k.
If this condition is not met, then i- 0

(b) (net expected returns on i~ipy) - pe ~ P

(A.11)

(A. 12)

(A.13)

(A.14)

(A.15)

The numerator in the left hand side of condition (b) is
defined as A, in which

A-(expected profit of the optimal capital stock) -(expected
profit in case i- 0)

Determining this expected profit, one should estimate the net
costs of a possible attraction of money from the capttal market
(BKM) .
These costs will appear when bridging the actual and optimal ca-
pital stock.

1) See Emil Claassen: "Grundlagen 3er makro-ókonomischen Theorie",
Munchen, 1980, p. 59. Capital gains as a result of price increa-
ses are abandoned.
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Apart from that one should pay attention to the fact that the
expected profit of an investment in pt;ysical capital, A, con-
sists of two parts:
1) the expected extra returns (that is, savings in production

costs); these returns occur during the periods when the capital
good concerned will be in operation, that is between tfl
and tt 1 ;d

2) the expected costs of financing; these costs occur from the
moment interest has to be paid or, in case of internal finan-
cing, when interest payments are not received anymore. This
means the period concerned starts at ttl and finishes at the
end of the maturity of the bonds. Because these bonds were assu-
med to be unredeemable, the period concerned here is infinite.

This implies A to be the sum of two geometric series:

1) the one relating to cost-reduction as a result of investment:

l~d
E {ye (Pe a~Pe ) - Ye (Pe -a'Pe )l(i-t)~(lt(1-~)r)i ~ (A.16)

tfi tfi- L tfi y I, Ji-1 tfí tfi tfi

2) the one relating to the difference in costs and returns of
financing:
for period ttl and each period thereafter, these costs and

returns of financing equal:

(-BKM.r}BOF.r-Z.r)(1-t). (A.16)'

This infinite series is discounted by the same rate of time
preference as in (A.16) : (lt(1-~~r~.

A few remarks on (A.16):
a~ is the labour requirement of the optimal production tech-

nique in period ttl, given the expected Pk~PQratio for that
period. a' is the labour requirement when ye is produced without
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the purchase of the investment 9ood concerned.
In period tfl the optimal ~(tti is based on the expected
Pk~PQ ratio for period tt2 (this is the new optimal tech-
nique of production).
The expected wage rate development after period ttl is taken
into cónsideration when deciding whether or not to use the opti-
mal technique of production in period tfl

.(-ata') is supposed to be constant over time, although y could
change. Depending on the slopes of the isoquants, this doesn't
have to be the case. But we ignore this difficulty.

e ~ e e e.(Py-a pL) re~P. (PY-a~PL) indicates the expected profit per
product before deduction of interest payments and taxes in case
of investment w.r.t. no investment.

One should notice the following statement, again for simplicity's
sake in the model. The calculatiions which lead to a possible de-
cision to invest are based on an equal net interest rate for
bo.rrowed money and lent money~!
This assumption implies that the financial burden of the investment
will be Q, the amount of money to be invested.
Formula (A.16) can be rewritten as:

1~6 ~
E {(-a ta')PL .yt}i(1-T)~(lf(1-t)r)i, ( A.16)~~

i-1 tfi

Because Yt - Yt ttl ~- yt( lfy)1 e tc,

e e
and Ytfl x Yt,tf2 - Yt(1}Y)2, etc.

and PL - PL - PL (1fPL)1 , e f;c
t t tfl t

,~n~
e e

rtfl - rt,ttl - rt

1) That is, no account is taken here of a possible difference in TR
and TC ,

2) yt,ttl states the expected production in period t for period

ttl
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(A.16) " can be rewritten as:

lló ~ - i - i i
E {(-a ta')PL (1-PL) .yt(lfy) (1-i)I(lt(1-1)r) }

i-1 t

Since accarding to (28) ( main text) :

BOF - Z - (Q-BKM)

(A.16)' can be rewritten as

-qr(1-T)

(A.16) "'

Since (lt(1-~)r) is the rate of time preference, the present

value of this infinite geometrical series will be:

Q, (A.I6) ""

The sum of (A.16) "' and (A.16) "" represents the
expected returns on the possible investment:

lló
A ~ { L (-a~~a')PL (1tPL)i.yt(1tY)i(1-T)I(lf(1-1)z)i~ - q (A.17)

i~l t
~

In (A.17)a and a~ should be calculated.

Calculation of a~.

~
The variab~e a is deducted from (A.9) combined with the
production function in the optimal case (that is, if the
marginal rate of subsitution equals the ratio~(PQ~Pk)e:

(A.9) ~
~

k~e - 1-B R

B ~ pk, e

A

substituted in
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ye ~ B R~Bk~l-B0

results in:

~
ye - B R~6~1-6 ~. ~1-8

0
~Pk)e

R

-. ye - BO~~~lsB~~pk)e)1-B
A

-~ a~ 1
- BO~1SB~~Pk)e)1-B

A

Calculation of a'

(A.18)

(A:I9)

a' is the labour requirement at ye and at a capital stock
of (1-b)k- Substitution in(A.1) results in:

ye - 80~6(1-ó)kl-B

e B
~ y -~1-Bso(1-~)k

1
(ye)B ~ ye

-1
i ~

g k~lsó~(BO(1-ó))

~ a

~
i (ye)B ~ R

1
í60(1-ó)kl-B)B

A
eY

x a'

1-B
~- 1 l,~k~s

(BO(i-ó))B

(A.20)

(A. 21 )



Appendix 2: List of Symbolsl)

I Y - production of private sector
C - consumption of home produced goods
G - material governme.nt consumption (purchases of government

with the companies)
I - investment by companies
X - exports
YL - wage income earned in market sector
TRF - transters - income of civil servants and unemployed
BL - revenue of taxes on wages and allowances
Bt - tariff revenue in home currency
M - value of imports excluding tariff revenue
m12 - volume of imports in country 1 from country 2
P1 - price of product af country 1
Y

,~12 - exchange rate of country 2 and 1: amount of currency units
of country 1 per currency unit of country 2

t12 - tariff on imports from country 2 raised in country 1
k~ - optimal capital stock in period tfl
A - net expected return on possible investments
p - risk-premium required in case of investment
P~ - risk-}~remium required in case of internal financing

of investments
u - unemployment rate
~o - indicator of the scale in the production function
S - elasticity of the production relative to labour

1-S - " " " " " " capital
R,s - size of labour force
R~ - demand for labour

II YR - income of enterpreneurs from production
YL - income of labour

1) chronological to the sequence of the equations
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Op - debt service on bonds issued by the private sector -
number of bonds issued by the private sector times one
currency unit

!Lm - demand for labour in private sector
PL - wage income per labourer
P - price of consumption - f(Py ,~r~, t , T , weights)
Rg - demand for labour by the government

III BR - revenue of taxes on profits and interest returns
Bt - tariff revenues
F - government budget surplus
Og - debt service of bonds issued by the government and purcha-

sed by the private sector

IV 0 - O~t r- number of bonds ~e price - value of bonds
BKM - money attracted from the capital market by companies
mp - monetary impuls by the Central Bank - substitution of bonds

for money (open market operation)
KAB - surplus of the capital account on the balance of payments
BB - surplus of balance of payments (material)
Q - capital to be invested - i~e Py
Z - available funds in period t(cash-flow) that can be used

for internal financing or acquiring bonds
BOF - size of investment of non-used funds in bonds (acquirement

of bonds by companies)
r - nominal interest rate
Vc - size of wealth that can be invested in bonds or money
OOc - interest returns of wealth holders
OOR - interest returns of enterpreneurs
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Appendix 3: Summary of the eguations of the model

Section

I (1) Ys Ct If Gf X

(2) C-(YL t TRF) -( BL f Bt) - M

(3) m12 - e12(PYIPY)~1

(4) g - S

P
(5) k~ - Ye~~B0~1~p~)e)S)

( 6) iÍ k~ ~( 1-d ) k and iP - P~ p:

y

(7) k - (1-d) k-1 } 1-1

(8) x - m21 ~ m31 } m41

(9) if u~ o ys - 1-~ Py - ~1PL

P13e

(10) Py - Ys
Y

yS - so(~S)s(k)1-s

I I ( 1 1) YR - Y- YL - Op - d kPy

(12) YL - km.PL

( 13) PL

(14) ~m

- ~1P } ~2P-1 } ~1(y-~.m) f E

1

- ~ Ys~ B
ki-B ) B

0

( 15) !C~ - Am f Rg

i- k~ -(1-6)k; else i- 0

~2PL } S SO)
-1

.-k~)-1 - bl(u-S2)-b2(u-S2)-1 } PL

- R
(]6) u - ((ks - R,~)IRs) ~ 100q - RU ~ 100i

s
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(17) ks - Asl(lfa)

III (18) R - k
g g

(19) TRF - kg ~ (hl ~ PL) f ku ~ ( h2 ~ O,g ~ pL)

(20) BL - iL(YL f TRF)

(21) BR - T(YR) f T 00

(22) Bt - t M

(23) F- BL~- BRf Bt - G- TRF-Og

s
IV (24) d~Ols - d0 - ~2 dr1

r

(25) d~s - (-F) f BKM - mp

(26) mp - -a1F - a2BB f mp

(27) BI~.~ - see main text

(28) ~oF - z - (q-Bxi~)

(29) dd~o~~3 - OR~ ~ dr3 t~0~3 ~ dV~~ ~ nji

ij ij
(30) dV~ - n r~ (ni~ - r3) f BOF ~- (1-T)00~

-1

(31) dl0~s - ddlOlij.
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